
The Art Three Class at Fieldcrest High School in Minonk, IL held a TASK Party for 100 
students on Friday, April 23. A few Fieldcrest students had attended the TASK Party at 
Illinois State University in February, and their teacher, Judy Anderson, brought the entire 
class back to I.S.U. for a tour of the artifacts and detritus generated. The students were so 
excited by the possibilities of TASK that they asked if they could host their own TASK 
Party. Within three days, the students and Judy had secured permission from the principal 
and had begun to involve other students in the planning. They originally planned to 
involve students from the other twelve high schools in their conference; however, due to 
budget cuts at schools throughout the state, the other schools were no longer allowed to 
take field trips. 
 
In preparation for the F.A.T.T. Party (Fieldcrest Art Three TASK Party), students 
designed t-shirts, covered the stage in their gymnasium in paper, and frosted cupcakes to 
look like “The Starry Night.” 
 
The students’ tasks reflected an interesting mix of playful spontaneity and social 
concerns. There were many tasks related to pregnancy, giving birth, marriage, war, and 
mortality. Most interesting was the awareness of AIDS and other sexually transmitted 
diseases. Early in the day, someone drew a task to “spread AIDS.” That student quickly 
moved through the crowd marking everyone with a painted red dot. In response, someone 
eventually wrote a task to “cure AIDS.” The student who drew that task walked through 
the crowd calmly asking people if they had AIDS, and then curing them with a streak of 
black paint. Later, AIDS police ticketed anyone who had contracted AIDS with a $1000 
fine. The ticket was written on a full sheet of paper and attached to the person’s clothing. 
Though AIDS was cured, herpes (indicated by a painted blue dot) quickly spread through 
the crowd. I did not witness a herpes cure or evidence of herpes police. 
 
New structures were consistently constructed, but most were immediately destroyed.  
Some destruction happened accidentally: as the equator constructed from cardboard tubes 
stretched across the stage, it pierced and toppled an elaborate fort in progress. More focus 
was placed on face-painting, costume development, and interaction. Students playfully 
did their best Mick Jagger and Madonna impersonations, crowd-surfed, flew on an 
airplane, picked a fight with kind words, and performed an exorcism, all to the tune of 
“Love Shack” and  multiple Brittney Spears songs. 
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